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9286S Dec:i.sion No. ____ _ APR 7 1.a.al 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Complainant, 

vs. 

GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF 
CALIFORNIA, a corporation, 

Defendant .. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 10905 
(Piled September 11, 1980) 

-------------------------) 
Gary L3ne, Attorney at Law, for himself, 

eomplainant. 
Richard E. Potter, Attorney at Law, for 

defend-ant • 

OPINION - ... _-- .... -
Complainant, Gary Lane, seeks an order requiring defendant, 

General Telephone Company of California, to thoroughly study the 
service problems of complainant and inform him of the cause of each 
service problem, to promptly and expeditiously eorreet all sueh 
serviee problems, to give the highest priority to correct any 
future serviee problems, to correct past billing charges by 

removing charges for periods when complainant's lines were erossed 
with another line, and to adjust complainant's bills from the time 
0: installation of service to date downward by 50 pereent to com
pensate for poor serviee rendered. Complainant further requests 
that this Commission formally reprimand defendant for its poor 
service • 
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Public hearing was held before Administrative Law Judqe 
N. R. Johnson in Los Angeles on December 8, 1980, and the matter 
was submitted upon receipt of transcript on December 19, 1980. 
Testimony was presented on behalf of complainant by himself and 
on behalf of defendant by one of its installation maintenance 
supervisors, Fred Lupo, and by one of its equipment maintenance 
supervisors, Willie Leon Greer. 
Complainant's Position 

Testimony presented on behalf of complainant indicated 
that: 

1. Since his telephone was installed approximately l6 or l7 
months ago, he has experienced the following difficulties on a 
regular basis: dead telephone, no dial tone, callers erroneously 
informed telephone number was no longer in service, loud static 
on lines, disconnection in the ~iddle of a conversation, and 
telephone going dead after dialing a number. 

2. It often takes 20 minutes to get a response on ~ll, emergency 
repair service. 

3. Despite assurances that his problems were beinq investigated 
~~d he would be kept informed of the progress of the investigation, 
complainant was never furnished such information by defendant's 
personnel. 

4. Complainant was never shown a written report setting forth 
the results of the investigation of his seryice problems. 

5. This Commission has never been presented with a complete 
and accurate report of the trouble experienced by complainant nor of 
the work done on his telephone. 

6. The report of trouble on complainant's lines sent to the 
Comcission in reference to Informal Complaint No. 792-5688 only· 
contained 13 instances of reported trOUble, less than one-fourth 
of the number of trouble instances reported to defendant by com
plainant • 
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7. Defendant's report of inspections gave no indication of 
troUble found, 1f any, nor of the date and time such trouble was 
supposedly cleared. 

8. Complainant was informed in the middle of a long distance 
telephone conversation that defendant was going to perform a special 
inspection on his line at that time and that he would have to get off 
the line. 

9. The amounts in dispute for MMU and toll adjustments and for 
periods of no service are not substantial and adjustments were made for 
these items which could h~ve been for the total amount requested. 

10. Complainant believes his bills should be adjusted downward 
by 50 percent as a penalty against General for poor service. 
D~fendant's Position 

Testimony presented on behalf of defendant indicated that: 
1. Defendant maintains groups of personnel well versed in the 

various specialties involved in the proper resolution of service 
problems. These groups are referred to as com units and, ~onq other 
duties, coordinate the activities of the installer-maintainer units 
and central office units in the handling of specific complaints. 

2. A select ~roup of repairmen known as the SWAT teac deals 
with special repair problems occurring between the central office and 
the customer's telephone. 

3. Defendant also maintains a specialized group to handle 
special repair problems involving central office equipment. 

4. A SWAT team first started handling complainant's problems 
in approximately May 1980. Because of difficulty defendant had in 
contacting complainant to monitor the quality of service, it was 
agreed that complainant would call the SWAT team number and leave 
word whenever he experien~ed trouble and defendant would then follow 
up on the matter • 
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s. When it is difficult to ascertain the cause of service 
problems, special inspections are made. On special inspections the 
installer-maintainer and a supervisor go to the premises and replace 

I 

or repair any item that is questionable whether or not it relates 

to the specific problem. Also, test equipment is used to find 
faults that cannot be visually detected. On such inspections it 

is desirable to be able to access the premises so as to make a 

complete inspection. 
6. Most of the problems could be caused by anyone of a 

number of different causes, and similar problems do not necessarily 

have the same cause. 
7. The special team contacts the customer after a week to 

maXe sure trouble has been cleared and then again one ~onth later. 
If trouble remains Cleared, the customer is transferred back to 

the regular repair service (611). 
8. On a special inspection for the central office portion of 

the equipment all equipment assigned directly to the customer's 

line is inspected. 
9. Two special and seven partial central·office inspections 

have been perforoed on complainant's facilities since the matter 

was assigned for special handlinq. 
10. Defendant has a dial service analyzer which will dial a 

predetermined number until it is shut off or until a problem is 
encountered at which time it will hold the line so the problem can 
be found and corrected. This machine has been used on complainant'S 

telephone line. 
Discussion 

It is apparent from the record that the telephone service 
being provided complainant by ~efend~nt is far from satisfactory. 
This is not surprising in' view of the fact that the quality 0: ser
vice rendered was one 0: the major issues raised during the hearings 
on defend~~t's A.S9l32, its oo~t recent general rate increase appli

cation. In D.92366 dated October 22, 1980 on this matter we made the 

following findings: 
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"37. General's telephone service is presently 
ina~equate." CMimeo. page 162.) 

"38. A penalty reduction of O.S percent in the 
return on common equity from 14.10 to 13.60 is 
an appropriate way to recognize inadequate ser
vice. This penalty translates to a reduction 
in revenue requirement of $7.4 million." (Mimeo. 
page 163.) 

The specific service deficiencies set forth in complainant's 
testimony, i.e., dead telephone, no dial tone, callers erroneously 
informed that telephone number was no longer in service, loud static 
on lines, disconnection in the middle of a conversation, and telephone 

gOing dead after dialing a number, were all included in the most 
common service problems discussed in the record on the above rate 
increase application :by 189 public witnesses throughout defendant's 
service area. D.92366, supra, mandates specific measures to be 

followed by defen~ant to bring its overall service up to an acceptable 
level. 

With respect to this specific complaint proceeding, it 
appears that defendant took positive steps in attempts to alleviate 
an unacceptable situation. The assignment of this matter to the 
special crew would normally be expected to result in the elimination 
of the service problem. However, in this case the failure on the 
part of defendant to adequately communicate with complainant 
apparently resulted in customer frustration and dissatisfaction. 
According to his testimony, complainant called the specified n~r, 
outlined his service problem, and then heard nothing further on the 
matter. His complaint was not acknowledged nor were the results of 
the investigations or trouble,shooting procedures furnished him .. 

Granted, as the record reveals, he was difficult to reach by tele
phone; however, there appears no valid reason why written communications 
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were not used in those instances when oral attempts were unsuccessful. 
Th~ order that follows will require defend~nt to file, for a six-month 
period, monthly reports of the complaints filed by complainant, the . \ 

steps taken by defendant to correct the problems, and compl~inant's 
evaluation of the results of defendant's actions. Copies of these 
reports are to be furnished complain~nt. 

The record shows that complainant is not disputing the 
amount of adjustments which have been made to his account to 
reflect incorrect billings and loss of service ane therefore no 
~rther billing corrections are required at this time. We do not 
believe that complainant's bills should be adjusted downward by 
50 percent as a penalty against defendant for poor service. We 
have already assessed a rate of reeurn penalty against defendant 
for poor serviee, as previously discussed, and a· further penalty 
for this specific complaint is therefore unwarranted. In addition, 
Findings 37 and 38 quoted above from D.92366 relating to the quality 
of service rendered by defendant is, in effect, a formal reprimand 
by this Commission. 
Findings of Fact 

1. !he telephone service being reneered complainant is 
inadequate. 

2. Defendant assigned complainant's complaint to its select 
group of repairmen in an attempt to resolve the problems. 

3. One of the deterrents to the satisfactory resolution of 
the matter was defendant's failure to communicate fully with 
complainant on the results of its troubleshooting procedures. 

4. Complainan~'s specific service problems are ~ypieal of 
service problems being encountered by defendan~'s customers 
throughout its service territory. 

5. D.92366, supra, mandates specific measures to be taken 
by defendant to bring its service up to a satisfactory level • 
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6. Defendant should submit monthly reports for a six-month 
period to the Commission staff with copies to complainant settin9 
forth the details of service complaints made by complainant, the 
steps taken by defendant to correct the problems, and complainant's 

evaluation of the results of defendant's actions. 
7. No further billing adjustments to complainant's account 

are warranted .. 

Conclusion of Law 
!be %elie£ %equested by eomplainant should be granted 

to the e~ent set forth in the following order .. 

ORDER 
--~~..,. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Defendant, General Telephone Company of california, 

shall, for a six~nth period commeneing thirty days after the 
effective date of this order, submit to the Commission monthly 
reports, to be filed not later than fifteen days after the period 
of the report, setting forth the details of serviee complaints 
filed by complainant, Gary Lane, the steps taken by defendant to 
correct the problems, a.nd complainant's evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the steps taken by defendant.. Copies of such 

reports shall be sent to complainant .. 
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2. To the extent not specifically granted above, the 
remaining items of the complaint are denieo. 

The effective date of this order shall be thirty days 
after the date hereof. 

Dated Ji'R 7 1$81 , at San Francisco, California. 
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